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Steam, Scrub and Massage:
Scrub and Massage:
Steam and Massage:

$1,880/2hours
$1,580/90mins
$1,380/90mins

Opium (Winner, Spa Treatment of the Year, Asia Spa Awards 2010)
A deeply addictive and relaxing treatment that induces a powerful body and
mind switch-off for a comforting, peaceful night’s sleep. A poppy seed scrub
followed by a euphoric massage works on all aspects of physical, mental and
emotional stress. This sedating full body massage harnesses rich earthy
essential oils of chamomile, lavender and bergamot, renowned for their intense
calming effects.
Tobacco (Nominated for Men’s Spa Treatment of the Year, Asia Spa Awards 2012)
A stimulating treatment that uses a sophisticated combination of tobacco flower,
lemongrass oil, rosemary oil and sea salt to scrub the skin rendering even the
most weathered seadogs baby soft and smooth. Once skin is prepped, a deep
and meaningful all over body massage treatment works on stiff, tight and
fatigued muscles. A treatment this good could become a habit…

Sense of Sea (S.O.S)
Coming to your rescue, this total body treatment begins with a sea salt foot rub to soothe tired
legs and feet. This is followed by a full body exfoliation with juniper, grapefruit and eucalyptus
oil. After your rain shower, the body is soothed with a unique massage simulating the rhythm of
the ocean through a combination of massage techniques.
“Love is a Many Splendoured Thing” (Couple’s Treatment)

$3,490/120mins

(Nominated for Spa Treatment of the Year, Asia Spa Awards 2013)

Inspired by the 1950’s film shot in the same location as Sense of Touch Repulse Bay spa, this is
an indulgent treat for two that deeply moisturizes and nourishes the skin while
inspiring a little old-fashioned romance. It begins with a bit of “four-play where
four exotic ingredients are given to the couple to apply to each other while
inside the steam shower for an intense body exfoliation and revive dull-looking
skin. Followed with a warming massage of exotically fragranced luxurious oil to
relax and calm your senses. This sweet rendezvous completes your journey.
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Deep Relax Massage
$950/60mins $1,380/90mins $1,780/120mins
Instill a sense of tranquility, unwind and ease a tired mind and body. Swedish and neuromuscular
techniques work to relieve muscular tension and lymphatic drainage for a healthy circulation.
De-Stress Muscle Release
$950/60mins $1,380/90mins $1,780/120mins
Works on tight, fatigued muscles and joints after sports or a day of physical strain. It involves
intensive deep tissue techniques with stretching and drainage to release tension.
Detox Revive Massage
$950/60mins $1,380/90mins $1,780/120mins
Lymphatic drainage is fused with aromatherapy detoxifying oils helps to boost the immune
system, release toxic build-up, reduce water-retention and improve energy levels.
Enrich Scalp, Head and Shoulder Massage
$750/45mins
Restore health and shine to dull, lifeless hair. This enriching treatment is based on pure essential
oils of lemongrass, rosemary and grapefruit.
Relaxing Foot Massage
Tension Relief back Massage
Ear Candling

$320/30mins $600/60mins
$550/30mins $980/60mins
$480/45mins

Body Nectar Nourishing Wrap - Frangipani Wrap
$880/60mins
The velvety texture of the Monoi Oil offers super-hydration, quenching a thirsty skin. You are
kept cocooned and warm while the mood-balancing aromatics and skin conditioning oils do their
work.
Intensely Cleansing Salt Scrub – Lime and Ginger
$880/45mins
Fragranced salt will gently slough away dead skin cells, encouraging the regeneration of new
cells. It leaves a smooth and responsive canvas, ready to absorb the deeply nourishing body oil.
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Sense of Touch Laboratories
Signature Fresh Collagen Infusion Facial
$1,180/80mins
The signature innovative facial that infuses fresh pure collagen directly into your skin, minimise
fine lines, combat the signs of ageing and visibly improves the appearance of your skin. A highly
effective treatment using revolutionary triple liposome technology to deliver fresh pure collagen
and other active ingredients to every layer of the skin, transforming the skin from the inside out.
The moisturisation level is doubled and elasticity is increased by up to 60%. Together with antiaging hand and eye treatment, your skin is firmer, plumped up, smooth and looking younger.
Clarifying Detox Facial
$820/60mins
A facial treatment that detoxifies skin and helps regulate and balance the skin. Enzymatic micro
peel deeply cleanse the skin, eliminate impurities and improve the skins texture. Antiinflammatory Uncaria Tomentosa extract is used to soothe the skin, helps skin regeneration and
DNA repair. Leave the skin re-balanced and a visibly clearer complexion.
Advanced Detox Facial
$980/75mins
A facial treatment that refine skin, unclog pores and smooth out the complexion. The 2 steps
purifying protocol will render the skin refreshed and soft. Begins with high performance active
ingredients with anti-inflammatory and soothing plant extracts to remove impurities, deep
cleanse and exfoliate, followed by a 15mins microdermabrasion to detoxify and balance the skin.
Skin is toned, energized, smooth and radiant.
Hydrating Recovery Facial
$820/60mins
A facial treatment that provide moisture-boosting by advanced triple liposome technology.
Exceptionally pure and active ingredients are delivered by time release system from the bottom
up. Skin is rehydrated and smooth, leaving skin dewy, supple, revitalized and luminous.
Rehydrater La Peau – The Ultimate Skin Solution
Age Defense Facial
$880/60mins $1,080/75mins
Designed to fight pre mature-aging and severe dryness. The world’s only antibodies ‘natural
revitalizing’ formula with active ingredients helps to repair, reconstruct and regenerate mature
skin. It restore the skin's moisture barrier and stimulate natural production of inter-cellular
lipids. Reduce wrinkles and fine lines, firm & lift skin for tightened and smoother skin.
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Vital Skin Health Facial
$880/60mins
This unique facial combines the world’s only antibodies technology with active ingredients to
help relieve itching, redness, dry and reactive skin flare-ups associated with atopic dermatitis
(Eczema) and sensitized skin. The formula balances the PH level of the skin and reducing
susceptibility to itchiness and skin discomfort. It calms, soothe and minimize irritation as well as
fortifying the skin's protective barrier.
Breakout Control Facial
$880/60mins
Target hormonal acne, occasional or considerable breakouts
Powered by the world’s only antibodies liposome technology, this high technology facial treats
the root causes of adult acne and corrects problem areas. Clinically proven to eliminate the acne
causing bacteria, high performance antibody attacks p-acne bacteria on the surface and in the
sebaceous gland helping the skin to regulate the development of persistent acne and experience
significant long-term clearance. Leaves your skin dramatically clear, deeply cleansed and calm.
Clarity Back Facial
$880/60mins
Designed for those suffering from acne on the back! This soothing yet high performance back
treatment works to eliminate back acne, impurities and even out skin tone. Using the world’s
only antibodies liposome technology, this powerful treatment is clinically proven to eliminate
the acne causing bacteria, help to clear the skin without over drying and irritating effects.
ELEMIS Advanced Anti-aging Facial
Pro-Definition Lift and Contour Facial
$1,580/70mins
Powered by breakthrough technology, this facial helps restore the architecture of the face using
the potent nutrients in plant actives found to help support the extra-cellular matrix. Creates a
profoundly sculpted, youthful effect.
Pro-Collagen Age Defy Facial
$1,580/75mins
Tackle fine lines and wrinkles with the clinically proven* age-defying benefits of marine charged
Padina Pavonica and Red Coral. Targeted massage encourages optimum cellular function for
nourished, younger looking skin.
*Independent Clinical Trials
Dynamic Resurfacing Precision Peel Facial
$1,580/75mins
Clinically proven* to target the signs of ageing and uneven skin tone, this pioneering precision
treatment uses layers of enzymes for powerful exfoliation and renewal. A new start for
smoother, younger-looking skin.
*Independent Clinical Trials
Superfood Pro-Radiance Facial
$1,580/75mins
A nutritional boost rich in superfoods and essential minerals designed to pack stressed, dull skin
with energising, detoxifying actives. Clinically proven* to leave skin plumper, radiant and lit up
with good health.
*Independent Clinical Trials.
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ELEMIS Skin Specifics Facial
Exotic Moisture Dew Facial with Instant Eye Lift Repair
$1,380/75mins
Exotic Moisture Dew Facial
$980/60mins
Fragile skin needs special attention. A soothing massage technique helps reduce the appearance
of redness and protect against daily stresses. Texture and moisture levels are dramatically
restored. Skin is left supremely soothed, comfortable and calm.
Anti-Blemish Mattify and Calm Facial
$980/60mins
A revelation for oily, congested or hormonal skin. This mattifying facial helps combat oil and
shine, while intuitive massage helps restore micro-circulation. A deeply detoxifying treatment for
clear, bright skin.
Teen Issues (for ages under 18 years old)
$620/50mins
The Teen Issues Facial is a specially customized facial designed to suit the individual teen skin
needs. Simple and Fun!
City Refreshment
$1,000/60mins
Include 30 mins Power Facial and 30 mins De-Stress Massage, suitable for busy people and
travellers who want to experience two treatments in a short time.
Enhancer:
Cellu M6® Face Lift
Instant Eye Lift Repair

$550/30mins
$480/20mins

Micro diamond crystals are used to gently buff off the first layer of skin. Amazing for sundamage, anti-aging, skin pigmentation marks, acne scarring, discoloration and over-all tone and
texture.
Diamond Face
Diamond Back
Diamond Butt
Diamond Face, Eyes and Neck
Add-on to Any Facial
Diamond Bright Eye

$950/45mins
$950/45mins
$980/45mins
$1,180/60mins
$600
$480
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Customized Diamond Peel Facial
$1,380/75mins
A customized nourishing hydration facial treatment with the benefits of the diamond peeling
that cleanses polishes and repairs skin. It helps repair sun damaged skin and congested skin. It
extracts blackheads and whiteheads. Smoothens appearance of scars and age spots and it
reduces fine lines and wrinkles. Your skin will achieve immediate difference in the glow of your
skin even after just one treatment.

Lashes and Brows
Brow Tinting
Lash Tinting
Brow Shaping and Tinting

$180
$240
$340

Threading
Eyebrow Threading
Upper Lip/Chin Threading
Forehead Threading
Full Facial Threading

$160
$160
$170
$380
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A 100% natural anti-aging technique to redensify the skin in depth down and earse the signs of
aging. Endermolift™ offers immediate results, including a healthy glow and a natural, soothing
lifting effect. Each session’s results add up to fill in wrinkles, redefine contours, and clarify the
complexion.
Cellu M6® Endermolift
$880/45mins
With Customized Facial
$1,380/90mins
This powerful anti-aging treatment firms and redensifies aging skin to reshape the face.
Liftmassage’s targeted cellular regeneration, naturally reactivates collagen and elastin
production for a filling effect and supple, firmer skin. Slackening facial contours are re-sculpted
and the skin is tightened and toned.
Cellu M6® Endermo Eyelift
$580/30mins
Smoothes eye contour wrinkles, fades dark circles and eye bags, beautifies the look.

The international scientific community recognizes that Endermologie® treatments provide
intensive cell stimulation: the ultimate solution for natural, visible and lasting results.
Cellu M6® Full Body Wellness Lipomassage
$1,280/60mins
This treatment is designed to slim the figure and eliminate resistant fat pockets that refuse to
budge with weight-loss, diets and exercise. The deep, targeted action of the deep Roll’in skin
fold, reaches the very core of adipose fat tissue to engage the s receptors responsible for
lipolysis, and fat elimination. The figure is slimmer and the stubborn fatty areas are finally
erased.
Cellu M6® Lipomassage
$980/45mins
This treatment is designed to act on saturated tissue. The combination of light pressure with soft
pumping movements, boosts and recirculates, sluggish lympathic exchanges. The
microcirculation is revitalized; venous and lymphatic exchanges are restored and improved,
allowing the body to naturally eliminate toxins. Focus on slimming and sculpting of 2 or 3 parts
of your body.
Cellu M6® Endermo Sport Recuperation Treatment
$980/45mins
A comforting deep tissue massage after an intensive workout. The very relaxing LPG Roll
technique, thoroughly stretches and conditions muscle fascia to drain away toxic lactic acid,
increasing tissue suppleness and relieve muscle aches and pains.
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From minor touch-ups to major transformations, VASER Shape gets you the perfect shape you
desire. VASER Shape combines high-frequency sound waves (ultrasound) for local heat therapy
and zonal massage to drain away excess toxins and fats through lymphatic system. It smooth and
shape the body specially for love handles, tummy fat, thighs, hips and upper arms.
VASER Shape
VASER Shape with Cellu M6® Lipomassage

$1,380/60mins
$1,280/60mins
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BRAZILIAN WAXING (Hot Wax)
We use top quality wax from France that works with a special polymer that shrinks-wrap the hair
making the procedure less painful or "almost" painless and hair growth last longer. Great for
sensitive areas such as bikini, brazilian, upperlip and underarm. Have fun with shapes. THE
LANDING STRIP, PLAYBOY or BERMUDA TRIANGLE!
Brazilian
Semi Brazilian
Bikini
Upper Lip/Chin/Eyebrows
Half Leg
Upper Leg
Full Leg
3/4 Leg
Underarm
Full Arm
Half Arm
Back
Chest
Full Facial (Including Eyebrows)

$450
$360
$320
$160
$310
$350
$490
$400
$190
$350
$250
$420
$380
$380

Half Leg and Underarm Wax
Half Leg and Bikini Wax
Bikini and Upper Leg Wax
Bikini and Full Leg Wax
Full Leg and Underarm Wax
Brazilian and Half Leg
Brazilian and Underarm

$450
$570
$600
$640
$550
$650
$540
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Shellac Manicure
$490/60mins
New innovation in gel nail. 14-day near. Mirror finish. Zero dry time. No nail damage!
Sexy Spa Manicure
$480/80mins
The treatment starts with a lemongrass soak & full manicure, followed by a two-step process to
nourish, exfoliate and replenish. An affirming scrub is followed with paraffin wax. An extensive
and rejuvenating massage that hydrates from elbows to finger tips rounds out this sense of
touch signature hand treatment. finished with a perfect polish.
Simply a Manicure
$280/45mins
The essentials for nail care. Clipping, shaping, soaking, cuticle care, massage from elbows to
fingertips and finished with a perfect polish.
Quickie Manicure
$220/20mins
For people on the go…nails are clipped, filed and nourished with jojoba oil. Perfectly polished or
buffed - your choice.
Enhancers:
Hydrating Hand Masque/Paraffin Masque
Re-varnish
Shellac Removal
Buffing
French
Vinylux™ polish

$180
$140
$130
$30
$40
$50
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Shellac Pedicure
$600/70mins
New innovation in gel nail. 14-day near. Mirror finish. Zero dry time. No nail damage!
Sexy Spa Pedicure
$580/90mins
Start with Italian Mandarin footbath to relieve aching muscles, followed by a traditional
pedicure, organic sugar scrub to releases layers of dead cells and soften calluses, followed by a
relaxing Massage and Moisture invigorating foot massage, and paraffin wax to soften dry skin,
finish off with nail polish.
Simply a Pedicure
$400/60mins
The essentials for nail care. Soaking, clipping, shaping, nipping, cuticle care, callous removal,
smoothing foot sole filing, foot scrub, and foot massage. Finish off with a perfect polish.
Quickie Pedicure
For people on the move…clip, shape-to-perfection, polish and go!
Enhancer:
Paraffin Masque
Re-varnish
Shellac Removal
Buffing
French
Vinylux™ polish

$280/30mins

$190/20mins
$160
$140
$40
$50
$50
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Nurturing Mother-to-be Experience
$950/60mins
This full body massage is designed to answer the developing needs of mother and baby and to
give you the nurturing treatment you both deserve.
Blissful Beginnings
$1,780/120mins
A top to toe body pampering centering on the areas that causes strains and pains, and alleviates
swelling in the hands and feet. Starts with a Nurturing Mother-to-be Experience followed with a
Hydrating Recovery Facial with leg and feet refresher massage. Awaken with a warm tea and a
Quickie Pedicure.
New Mother Treatment
$920/45mins
A post-natal treatment to improve new mother’s well-being with the M6 Gold Endermologie
Massage treatment that helps speed up the process of releasing fluid retention, treating
muscular aches, stress and fatigue. A great way to tone and aids in slimming. This may improve
skin tone and elasticity, which loosens during childbearing.
Mother-to-be Manicure
Mother-to-be Pedicure

$300/45mins
$420/60mins

Perfectly Polished Facial
$980/60mins
Refine and freshen oily and combination skin with this balancing facial using aromatherapy
massage pressure points to ease tension and help tone muscles. Skin is refreshed and
revitalized. A scalp, arm and hand massage completes the treat.
BIOTEC Super-Charge Facial for Men
$680/30mins $1,380/60mins
The facial to de-stress, de-age and de-fatigue the male complexion while activating ultimate skin
dynamism. Ultrasonic peeling, steam and galvanic current deliver a deep clean for a multitasking, time efficient solution.
Simply a Men’s Manicure
Simply a Men’s Pedicure

$280/40mins
$400/50mins
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Massage therapy, facials and nail fun for the pampered princesses.
Facials and Massage for ages 8-13 / Nails ages 5-11
Fit for a Princess Facial
$420/30mins
Magical facial fit for a princess. With a mild cleansing, a relaxing massage, oatmeal masque,
cucumber cooling eye masque and a softening moisturizer…beast would definitely turn into a
prince.
School Savvy
$420/30mins
These “young ones” gets to be rewarded for their hard work. Hyper active or often sluggish,
with the help of aromatherapy essential oils and warming Swedish relaxing techniques, these
tykes will benefit from the wellness of a massage therapy.
Little Ladies Manicure
Little Ladies Pedicure
Ages 5 to 11 years old
Enhancer:
Paraffin Softening Masque

$180/30mins
$280/30mins

$120
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TREATMENT PACKAGE
Cellu® M6 Endermologie / BIOTEC / VASER Shape
Purchase a series of 6 Cellu® M6 Endermologie or BIOTEC or VASER Shape and receive 1 free
Purchase a series of 12 Cellu® M6 Endermologie or BIOTEC or VASER Shape and receive 3 free
Facials / Massages
Purchase a series of 6 facials or massages and receive 1 free
Purchase a series of 12 facials or massages and receive 3 free
Manicures/ Pedicures
Purchase a series of 6 manicures or pedicures and receive 1 free
Purchase a series of 12 manicures or pedicures and receive 3 free
Waxing / Threading
Purchase a series of 6 waxing or threading treatments and receive 1 free
Purchase a series of 12 waxing or threading treatments and receive 3 free

